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ChAPTeR
^
Axel Bruns, Katrin weller, and Stephen harrington
Twitter and Sports
Football Fandom in Emerging  
and Established Markets
20
football clubs and fans in #epl, #bundesliga, and  
#aleague use Twitter to engage, with varying success 
proFeSSIonal SportS and Fandom
Twitter and other social media have become increasingly important tools for 
maintaining the relationships between fans and their idols across a range of 
activities, from politics and the arts to celebrity and sports culture. Twitter, Inc. 
itself has initiated several strategic approaches, especially to entertainment and 
sporting organisations; late in 2012, for example, a Twitter, Inc. delegation toured 
Australia in order to develop formal relationships with a number of key sport-
ing bodies covering popular sports such as Australian Rules Football, A-League 
football (soccer), and V8 touring car racing, as well as to strengthen its con-
nections with key Australian broadcasters and news organisations (Jackson & 
Christensen, 2012). Similarly, there has been a concerted effort between Twitter 
Germany and the German Bundesliga clubs and football association to coor-
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dinate the presence of German football on Twitter ahead of the 2012–2013 sea-
son: the Twitter accounts of almost all first-division teams now bear the official 
Twitter verification mark, and a system of ‘official’ hashtags for tweeting about 
individual games (combining the abbreviations of the two teams, e.g. #H96FCB) 
has also been instituted (Twitter auf Deutsch, 2012).
Such attempts to formalise, professionalise, and commercialise Twitter-
based activities around certain sports are aimed, in the first place, at enticing 
sportspeople, clubs, and sporting bodies to participate in the platform more 
actively, from Twitter, Inc.’s perspective presumably in the hope that this will 
also serve to attract a greater number of fans to sign on to Twitter. As in the 
examples above, however, they often come well after committed fans have 
already discovered the platform for themselves, and have developed their own 
presences, conventions (such as hashtags), and dedicated accounts (in tribute 
to clubs and sportspeople). This may place clubs and fans, professionals and 
their followers, on a collision course. In turn, this both mirrors the conflicts 
between professional sports and traditional fandom which have already played 
out in a variety of other contexts (e.g., over TV broadcasting arrangements) over 
past decades; and the conflict between Twitter and its users which has arisen 
several times as Twitter has sought to formalise user-created conventions for 
using the platform (such as hashtags or retweets) in its further development of 
the underlying technology (cf. Halavais, Chapter 3 in this volume).
This chapter examines how these tensions between professional sport-
ing bodies and their fans play out on Twitter in the context of three national 
football leagues at various stages of their development. Football (soccer) has 
grown into an enormous market: in 2009–2010, English Premier League (EPL) 
clubs generated nearly £2.7 billion in collective revenue; German Bundesliga 
clubs reached about €l.6 billion; and the entire European football market grew 
to €16.3 billion (Deloitte, 2011). Football clubs may now consider the Internet 
as a marketing tool much as other companies do (Kriemadis, Terzouidis, & 
Kartakoulis, 2010; McCarthy, Pioch, Rowley, & Ashworth, 2011), and Twitter 
now plays a part in the marketing mix.
But at the same time, sports fans, with their particular culture of fandom, 
cannot be compared with the customers of ‘normal’ brands; German football 
fans, for example, take a rebellious and subversive stance towards the commer-
cialisation of ‘their’ teams (Merkel, 2012). Only recently has research examined 
how football fans make use of different online channels, for example to estab-
lish social identity (Gibbons & Dixon, 2010) and communities (Krøvel, 2012), to 
create “a virtual stage for their subcultural practice and performance” (Merkel, 
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2012, p. 369), or to “organise against the commercial power of the large football 
clubs” (McLean & Wainwright, 2009, p. 54). Twitter research has mainly stud-
ied sports tweets for the purpose of developing automatic techniques for event 
or named entity recognition (Choudhury & Breslin, 2011; Nichols, Mahmud, 
& Drews, 2012)—but has not yet provided many insights into the relationship 
between clubs and their fans. A closer examination of the interactions between 
fans and clubs on Twitter is necessary to both identify the opportunities for 
sports marketing on Twitter, and to stake out the limits which apply to the mar-
ketisation and commercialisation of voluntary fan activities on the platform. 
Observations from this research may also be transferable to other areas in which 
Twitter’s attempts to commercialise its services come into conflict with its users’ 
interests, as well as to sports marketing initiatives across other media channels.
This chapter examines the interactions between first-division football clubs 
and their fans in Australia, Germany, and England. We tracked fan interactions 
with the official accounts of the teams participating in the EPL, Germany’s 1. 
Bundesliga, and the Australian A-League throughout the 2011–2012 seasons of 
each competition by capturing the tweets from and to (in the form of @replies or 
retweets) these accounts. Indeed, the process of identifying the accounts them-
selves already revealed significant differences in how the various leagues and 
individual clubs approached Twitter as a medium for communicating with their 
fans, and how well different clubs have established their Twitter presence. This 
comparative analysis provides a rich perspective on the different approaches to 
Twitter use in football fandom which are evident across such diverse markets. 
Both the EPL and the Bundesliga are extremely well-established football 
leagues, but have different levels of global prominence. The EPL, featuring many 
of the best players from around the world, attracts a significant international 
following. The Bundesliga is also well-known and successful on an international 
level, but remains focussed more strongly on its domestic market, building on a 
very loyal local fan base. The Australian A-League, in contrast, sits very much 
towards the other end of the spectrum. Having only started in 2005–2006, it is 
still an emerging competition, and a fledgling football market, with the long-
term viability of several lower-placed teams in the league remaining doubtful. In 
just seven seasons of the league (to 2012), three club franchises have folded. That 
said, its fan base is growing, especially amongst young fans and their parents, 
as it is seen as a less violent form of sport than the other football codes (Rugby 
Union, Rugby League, and Australian Rules Football) played in Australia, and 
its popularity has been boosted by the national team’s qualification for succes-
sive World Cups in 2006 and 2010.
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Such differences in the domestic and international outlook, from precari-
ous existence to international dominance, also result in significantly different 
motivations for using Twitter as a means to reach out to and engage with foot-
ball fans (while the fans may also have different motivations for using Twitter 
for sports-related communication). These differences, in turn, emerge clearly in 
the patterns of Twitter use which we trace here. Overall, we find that A-League 
clubs generally manage to enlist their fans in promoting the code by increas-
ing its visibility on Twitter; that Bundesliga teams have taken a slower and less 
consistent approach to Twitter to date, sometimes clashing directly with already 
established fan conventions for using Twitter; and that activities around EPL 
clubs diverge considerably depending on the relative domestic and international 
standing of individual teams. 
Football clubS on twItter
We begin by tracing the evolution of the different clubs’ presences on Twitter 
during the 2011–2012 season, starting with the most recent of the three leagues, 
the Australian A-League. At the beginning of the season, in mid-2011, all ten 
A-League clubs had established their official Twitter accounts; one club, Adelaide 
United, changed its Twitter handle from @AUFC_Official to @adelutd_fc 
during the season. By the end of June, these accounts had managed to attract 
between 650 (for the regional club Newcastle Jets) and 4,800 (for the metro-
politan Melbourne Victory) followers; over the course of the season, such fol-
lower figures more than doubled for most of the clubs concerned (Figure 20.1).
Perhaps helping to boost the visibility of these official club accounts—and, 
of course, the visibility of the league as a whole—Football Federation Australia 
(FFA, the sport’s governing body) officially designated match-specific hashtags 
for the 2011–2012 season. This allows fans to more easily find and follow online 
conversations regarding matches, and to follow real-time updates if access to 
the pay-TV matchday broadcasts is unavailable. This initiative by the FFA can 
also be seen as a trial run for a similar framework introduced in Germany in 
the following year, as discussed above.
The situation in the two European leagues is noticeably more complicated. 
In the Bundesliga, Twitter accounts for a substantial number of clubs had 
already been established, but it remained difficult to ascertain whether these 
accounts were officially sanctioned by the clubs, or had been set up by indi-
vidual fans or supporter groups. This was most notable for leading club Bayern 
München, whose @BayMuenchen account had been set up by the club’s PR 
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department, but sent only 39 tweets during the entire season, while a separate 
@fcbayern_news account actively tweeted news reports from the club’s official 
Website and YouTube channel, but did so without official sanction from the 
club. (An official @fcbayern account has been instituted ahead of the 2012–
2013 season, replacing @BayMuenchen.) Similar patterns apply for a number of 
other clubs as well—half of the 18 first-division clubs in the Bundesliga created 
new Twitter accounts during the season, renamed existing accounts to more 
obvious handles, or even took over originally fan-created accounts; some fan 
accounts which used variations on an official club name as their handle were 
suspended by Twitter during the season, possibly at the behest of the club (the 
story of one such suspension is told, by the fan who had operated the @s04 
account, in Nettooor, 2011).
This considerable flux in account names and approaches to tweeting about 
their activities points to the German clubs’ relatively late entry to Twitter (well 
after fans had already created their own infrastructure for tracking the latest 
Bundesliga news), and is in line with the generally comparatively slow adoption 
of Twitter in Germany (Meyer, 2012). It is only towards the end of the 2011–
2012 season that the majority of clubs—with the exception of record Bundesliga 
title-holder Bayern München—had established an active presence on Twitter. 
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Figure 20.1: Follower numbers of a-league clubs during Season 2011–2012. (June 2011 
to June 2012, numbers for Figures 1–4 usually collected on the 3rd thursday of each 
month.)
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In spite of the confusion which these changes in accounts and account names 
will have caused over the course of the 2011–2012 season, the follower numbers 
for the accounts of Bundesliga clubs also grew during this time, as Figure 20.2 
shows. Given their considerably greater domestic fan base and international 
exposure, at least for the leading Bundesliga clubs these numbers are substan-
tially larger than those for A-League clubs, of course.
Finally, the situation for EPL clubs appears somewhat more stable than 
that for Bundesliga teams. Here, too, some further adjustments to the Twitter 
presence of various clubs are evident, but most clubs had already set up official 
accounts (if not necessarily ‘verified by Twitter’) by the start of the 2011–2012 
season; indeed, many accounts contain the term official in the account name—
as in @OfficialQPR or @SpursOfficial. The most significant absence from 
the EPL Twitter line-up, however, is that of one of its most prominent teams: 
Manchester United. An @MUFootballClub account has existed on Twitter since 
July 2011, and claims in its profile description that it is “The official Twitter 
page of Manchester United Football Club”, but—at the time of writing—has 
yet to send a single tweet to its 13,000 followers. As with Bayern München, 
this absence of an official account provides a space for fan-generated alterna-
tives to establish themselves; in the case of Manchester United, for example, a 
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Figure 20.2: Follower numbers of bundesliga clubs during Season 2011–2012.  
* @herthabSc and @roteteufel were only tracked from February 2012 
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Figure 20.3: Follower numbers of top 5 english premier league clubs during Season 
2011–2012
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Figure 20.4: Follower numbers of english premier league clubs (top 5 clubs excluded) 
during Season 2011–2012
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@manutd_fc account has sent over 6,000 tweets and has attracted over 180,000 
followers, but appears simply to automatically tweet relevant headlines from 
the Arabic section of the manutd.com website. 
This lack of Twitter presence is surprising for one of the biggest brands in 
world sports, and curiously mirrors the absence of the leading German club, 
Bayern München. On Twitter, three of the top five most-followed EPL players are 
current or former Manchester United players (Twitter UK Blog, 2012), indicat-
ing that there is no lack of public interest. At the same time, Manchester United 
players have been involved in scandals over injudicious tweets, and manager Sir 
Alex Ferguson has been quoted as saying “Twitter; I do not understand it . . . I 
don’t know why anybody can be bothered with it” (Ladyman, 2012). Perhaps 
this explains the club’s social media reluctance.
Follower patterns for EPL clubs also point to an even greater bifurcation 
in fan attention between the leading teams and the rest of the league than was 
already visible for the Bundesliga clubs in Figure 20.2. Consequently, we have 
split our graph of follower numbers into two figures. Figure 20.3 shows the top 
five clubs; Figure 20.4 covers the remaining EPL clubs, to facilitate comparison 
with the Bundesliga follower numbers. Overall, EPL clubs enjoy the largest, and 
still rapidly growing, Twitter audience of the three leagues. This clearly is a func-
tion of the status of the EPL as a globally marketed and broadcast league. But 
mirroring criticisms about the level of competition in the league itself (only five 
teams have won the premiership in 21 years of competition, with Manchester 
United winning 13 times), follower numbers are similarly dominated by three 
of the traditional ‘Big 4’: Arsenal, Liverpool, and Chelsea, with Manchester City 
and Tottenham Hotspur the only other genuine competitors.
This divergence in the three leagues’ online presences is in keeping with 
the different contexts in which they operate. In their need to become competi-
tive against the three other, more widely televised ‘football’ codes in a coun-
try with a strong Twitter adoption rate (ABC News, 2010), it makes sense for 
A-League clubs to have been early adopters on Twitter; through their efforts, 
they appear to have successfully engaged and enlisted fans in the campaign to 
build a sustainable base for football in Australia. Both sides are interested in 
growing the code, and both sides are—for now—pushing in the same direction. 
The German Bundesliga, on the other hand, is a well-established compe-
tition that is widely broadcast on free-to-air and pay-TV, while Twitter adop-
tion in Germany remains comparatively low (Meyer, 2012) and clubs have been 
slow to explore this space as a further channel for sports communication. Here, 
enterprising fans were left to create their own fan spaces on the platform, which 
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now conflict, to some extent, with a more coordinated, professional approach 
to Twitter. Attracting official club accounts may be seen by Twitter, Inc. as a 
useful marketing tool, but as with other top-down Twitter initiatives, such for-
malisation has the potential to break more organically grown, user-initiated 
structures (cf. Halavais, Chapter 3 in this volume).
The EPL, finally, presents a more complicated picture, as it constitutes—
more so than the Bundesliga or A-League—an intersection of domestic and 
international interests. For the handful of clubs which have a major worldwide 
following, Twitter provides a useful channel to connect with these international 
fans, whose domestic media may not cover the EPL in detail. For the rest of 
the league, their communicative orientation is more akin to their Bundesliga 
counterparts, except that the English clubs’ Twitter presences are already well-
established, without overriding grown fan ecosystems.
approacheS to Fan InteractIon
In addition to such broad distinctions across the three leagues, more specific 
differences in how accounts are maintained in day-to-day club activity and 
interaction with fans also provide important insights into how the various 
clubs position their Twitter accounts within the context of their overall public 
relations efforts. Of particular interest in this context is whether clubs restrict 
themselves simply to posting the latest news and information (especially in the 
form of URLs pointing to further information), or whether they also directly 
@reply to comments and questions from their followers, and even retweet other 
users’ messages. 
Figure 20.5 shows these patterns for the clubs which participated in the 
2011–2012 A-League season (however, @adelutd_fc was only created in October 
2011). Perhaps unsurprisingly, the accounts belonging to 2011 and 2012 champi-
ons Brisbane Roar, and 2011 and 2012 runners-up Central Coast Mariners and 
Perth Glory were especially active over the course of the season; major metropol-
itan clubs Sydney FC and Melbourne Heart also posted well above 2,000 tweets 
over this time frame. Notably, however, there are also substantial differences in 
tweeting styles: while the three most active clubs largely posted original tweets, 
some fifty per cent of the tweets by @MelbourneHeart and @PerthGloryFC 
consisted of @replies to or retweets of other Twitter users. This can be seen as 
a conscious attempt to generate and maintain a Twitter ‘buzz’ around these 
accounts, thereby positioning fans as part of an ‘inner circle’ connecting them to 
other fans, and encouraging them to attend live matches or otherwise continue 
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to support the club (additional, in-depth analysis of tweets can reveal which 
messages generated the greatest levels of club and/or fan engagement). Overall, 
however, with the exception of the newly-created Adelaide United account and 
the @GoGCU account of the financially troubled Gold Coast United, A-League 
tweeting styles are relatively uniform across all clubs.
The situation in the German Bundesliga is considerably more complex. 
Figure 20.6 provides an overview of the major club accounts both before and 
after the various changes during the season: it includes multiple accounts for 
several teams, due to the various account suspensions and renamings, as well 
as the general confusion over their status as ‘official’.
Overall, Bundesliga clubs used Twitter considerably less than their Australian 
counterparts: while most Australian clubs came close to posting at least 1,500 
tweets over the course of the season, the majority of Bundesliga clubs failed to 
reach even 1,000 tweets, even if tweets posted from various alternative accounts 
are combined. In total, for example, the two accounts of 2011 and 2012 champi-
ons Borussia Dortmund (@BVBDortmund09 and @BVB) still posted fewer than 
600 tweets throughout the season—less than one fifth of the more than 3,000 
tweets posted by their Australian counterparts Brisbane Roar. Additionally, 
the vast majority of the tweets posted by German club accounts were original 
tweets—the clubs used Twitter almost exclusively as a means to disseminate 
information, not to engage with fans through @replies or even to retweet their 
messages. For many clubs, Twitter is not a ‘social’ platform at all, as the vast 
Figure 20.5: a-league clubs’ tweeting Styles
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majority of their tweets contained URLs—another sign of their focus on purely 
top-down information dissemination.
The major exception to this rule is the @fckoeln account of FC Köln. Though 
still largely focussed on original tweets, Köln did respond to (and even retweet) 
its fans more often than any other Bundesliga club, and it participated on Twitter 
at a rate which far surpassed any other team in the Bundesliga or A-League. It 
also instituted special Twitter activities: for example, @fckoeln hosted interview 
sessions with club officials on Twitter. Using the hashtag #fragfc (“ask FC”), 
fans could talk to manager Stale Solbakken, for instance, with responses posted 
through the @fckoeln account. Later in the season, @fckoeln also published real-
time updates during matches. Such activity may be in keeping with FC Köln’s 
struggle to remain in the first division, as an attempt to maintain the loyalty of 
the fan base and ensure their turnout in the stadium; it may also simply reflect a 
very different understanding of Twitter as a medium for sports communication.
Finally, Twitter activity patterns in the English Premier League vary con-
siderably across clubs (Figure 20.7); at some 3,000 tweets over the course of 
the season, the average level of Twitter activity exceeds that of A-League clubs 
(around 2,000 tweets), however, and several clubs managed well over 4,000 tweets 
during the season. Notably, as with Köln in the Bundesliga, the most active on 
Twitter are generally not amongst the leading EPL clubs: with the exception of 
eventual Premiers Manchester City (@MCFC), teams such as @NorwichCityFC, 
Sunderland (@SAFCofficial), and Wolverhampton (@OfficialWolves) performed 
Figure 20.6: bundesliga clubs’ tweeting Styles
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comparatively poorly during the season, with Wolverhampton suffering relega-
tion. In the EPL as in the Bundesliga, then, eventually relegated teams proved 
most active on Twitter, while in the A-League, the 2011–2012 champions led 
the Twitter activity table.
Overall, however, in their tweeting styles EPL clubs resemble Bundesliga 
more than A-League clubs, as far as their interactions with fans are concerned: 
while there are some notable exceptions—by far the largest component of 
Wolverhampton’s tweets are @replies—the majority of EPL clubs’ tweets are 
original tweets, followed by retweets. Again, a substantial number of tweets 
also contain URLs, pointing to a communicative preference for information 
dissemination rather than fan engagement.
Fan reSponSeS
Such attempts by the clubs to reach out to their fans and followers tell only one 
side of the story, of course: fan reactions to the clubs’ Twitter activities must 
also be considered—indeed, a three-way relationship between the size of estab-
lished fan bases, sporting performance on the field, and (social) media perfor-
mance by the club is likely to determine club-fan interactions on Twitter. For 
the A-League, it is evident that the number of @mentions of the clubs’ accounts, 
and the number of retweets of the clubs’ messages, do not match these accounts’ 
Figure 20.7: english premier league clubs’ tweeting Styles
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activities particularly closely (Figure 20.8): while the @brisbaneroar account 
of the repeat champions leads both rankings, and other highly active accounts 
(@SydneyFC and @MelbourneHeart) also received a substantial amount of fan 
attention, the highly active @CCMariners account of 2011 championship run-
ners-up Central Coast Mariners does not generate the level of fan responses 
which would be expected; by contrast, the far more limited activity of Melbourne 
Victory’s @gomvfc account is sufficient to propel the club into second place in 
the fan activity rankings.
It is notable in this context that the accounts receiving the most @mentions 
and retweets in Australia are those of the clubs based in Australia’s three major 
metropoles: Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane. By contrast, the accounts of 
regional clubs such as Central Coast Mariners (based in Gosford, north of 
Sydney), Newcastle Jets, and even of clubs based in smaller state capitals, such 
as Adelaide United and Perth Glory FC, receive comparatively less fan interac-
tion—even where, in the case of @CCMariners or @PerthGloryFC, the clubs 
played in A-League Grand Finals in 2011 and 2012, respectively. What audi-
ence interaction patterns seem to indicate, then, is a mixture of the relative suc-
cess of the clubs during the year (2011/12 champions Brisbane Roar still lead, 
despite the fact that Brisbane is the smallest of the three major metropoles in 
Australia), and of general (Twitter) demographics in the country.
Additionally, it is evident that audience interaction with the accounts is 
mainly through @mentions rather than through retweets of the accounts’ 
Figure 20.8: responses to a-league clubs’ accounts
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messages. This points strongly to the fact that there is a substantial amount of 
fan activity around the clubs on Twitter (@brisbaneroar received some 28,600 
@mentions and retweets over the course of the season), into which fans attempt 
to include the official club account by mentioning it, but that the clubs’ official 
Twitter activities themselves—their own tweets—are not yet central to such 
expressions of fandom.
The situation in the Bundesliga is considerably different once again. Here, 
the majority of clubs struggled to reach more than 1,000 @mentions and retweets 
during the season—well below even the least visible A-League accounts (Figure 
20.9). Only a handful of clubs stand out significantly from the rest, and also 
receive a notable amount of retweets. This is remarkable for the @BVB and @s04 
accounts, which were only set up during the season itself, while @fckoeln’s highly 
active outreach efforts explain its placing. Indeed, Dortmund’s less memorable 
Twitter handle @BVBDortmund09 received some 3,000 @mentions and retweets, 
while the switch to the more straightforward @BVB in December saw that num-
ber increase by a factor of five. Similarly, Schalke 04’s embrace of @s04, and the 
suspension of the @FCSchalke04 fan account, also appear to have focussed fan 
energy on the official account. By contrast, the unofficial and eventually sus-
pended @BayerLeverkusen account generated almost as much fan engagement 
as the official, unintuitively named @bayer04fussball account—memorable 
Twitter handles and active use of club accounts clearly mattered in Germany. 
Figure 20.9: responses to bundesliga clubs’ accounts
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Overall, however, the lack of @mentions for the vast majority of club accounts 
points to the conclusion that fan activity around football clubs in Germany 
does not, in the main, happen on Twitter so far (especially if compared to the 
massive fan interest as expressed in audience turnouts, fan club activities, and 
media coverage); it remains to be seen whether Twitter Germany’s campaign 
to get clubs tweeting during the 2012–2013 season can change this situation.
Fan interactions with English Premier League clubs, finally, reflect the 
much broader audience for this competition, but also a very uneven distribu-
tion of attention (Figure 20.10). Here, the average number of @mentions and 
retweets received by most club accounts is well above 30,000 over the course of 
the season, with several clubs surpassing that mark by a substantial margin: 2012 
champions Manchester City (@MCFC), Liverpool (@LFC), Arsenal (@arsenal), 
and eventual 2012 UEFA Champions League winners Chelsea (@chelseafc) each 
attracted several hundred thousand tweets from fans—indeed, Chelsea received 
some 675,000 @mentions and nearly 300,000 retweets during this time. As noted 
above, the obvious exception on this list of leading EPL clubs is Manchester 
United, which did not operate an official Twitter account; the two unofficial 
accounts for the club received just over 20,000 tweets.
The four leading EPL clubs on Twitter also received substantially more 
retweets than the minor clubs; this points to the existence of a two-tier struc-
ture within the English Premier League itself, reflecting a distinction between 
those EPL clubs which are globally recognised, and which regularly participate 
in major international competitions, and those whose focus remains mainly 
on the domestic league. While the minor teams’ domestic Twitter fan base still 
Figure 20.10: responses to epl clubs’ accounts (vertical axis truncated at 300,000 
tweets for readability)
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exceeds that of comparable Bundesliga clubs by an order of magnitude—point-
ing again to the slower, more limited take-up of Twitter in Germany, as well 
as to potential language barriers between German accounts and international 
fans—it necessarily pales against the substantial international following which 
successful clubs such as Chelsea or Manchester City have attracted. 
concluSIon: twItter and SportS Fandom
The comparison between the three national contexts is telling, and demonstrates 
how a range of factors influence the ways Twitter is used to engage with fans. 
In Australia, Twitter has been used in a concerted manner, with many levels 
of the sport attempting quite overtly to leverage the social network’s possibili-
ties for the promotion of the A-League to a larger audience. This is driven by 
necessity, as the sport works to establish itself in a marketplace already crowded 
with other ‘football’ codes. The long-term stability (and financial viability) of 
the A-League depends on effective marketing; engaging with fans on Twitter is 
just one component of that effort. That outreach effort, however, has been suc-
cessful: fan mentions of A-League clubs’ accounts substantially surpass those 
of most Bundesliga clubs, and (per capita of the population) even compare well 
against those EPL clubs which compete mainly at a domestic level.
The situation in the European leagues—where clubs (and the leagues them-
selves) have existed for several decades and have managed to build support for 
generations, and where this code of football is the most popular form of sport 
by some margin—is quite different. English Premier League clubs divide into 
two categories: internationally recognised brands, whose visibility on Twitter 
is assured by the substantial activities of a global fan base; and domestic-grade 
teams, whose Twitter accounts speak mainly to a more localised fan base. Here, 
active outreach via Twitter can make a difference: much like @fckoeln in the 
Bundesliga, Wolverhampton, the most active Twitter user in the EPL, also 
received the second most @mentions of all the clubs within this second tier of 
EPL teams, even in spite of its poor sporting performance. Overall, however, it is 
likely that for the EPL clubs, the platform is only one part of a wider marketing 
mix: an addition to mainstream activities, but far from central to their efforts.
Finally, in Germany, the 2011–2012 season saw a relatively sluggish and 
seemingly ad hoc use of Twitter: at best, most clubs made some exploratory 
steps into the social media arena. With many clubs using the service merely 
in a broadcast mode, their interest in using Twitter as a new avenue for fan 
interaction was clearly limited during the season. Here, then, it is Twitter, Inc. 
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itself which appears most interested in expanding the clubs’ presence on the 
platform, as part of its efforts to gain a stronger foothold in the German social 
media market; the success of its Bundesliga promotions during the 2012–2013 
season remains to be seen.
It is worth emphasising that our analysis in this chapter clearly represents 
a sports marketing perspective. Even where the clubs themselves do little to 
encourage tweeting about football, it is likely that there will still be consider-
able fan activity on Twitter around clubs, players, competitions, and matches 
(for EPL and Bundesliga especially also involving international audiences). 
Such wider sports fandom may be studied most effectively by tracing activities 
around the keywords and hashtags associated with major competitions (e.g., 
#Brazil2014), players (e.g., Rooney, Robben), or clubs (e.g., Manchester United, 
Bayern München), rather than by assessing the performance of the official 
Twitter accounts of the clubs. What the present chapter illuminates, then, are 
the specific activities of, and fan responses to, the clubs’ official accounts on 
Twitter. The considerably more complex story of how domestic and global foot-
ball fandom unfolds in more general terms, and of how such fandom intersects 
with the sports marketing efforts of clubs, leagues, and Twitter, Inc. itself, has 
yet to be told.
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and data driven journalism. He blogs at http://ausserhofer.net/ 
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Nancy Baym (@nancybaym) is a Principal Researcher at Microsoft Research 
in Cambridge, MA, USA. She is the author of Personal Connections in the 
Digital Age (Polity), Internet Inquiry (co-edited with Annette Markham, 
Sage) and Tune In, Log On: Soaps, Fandom and Online Community (Sage). 
Her website is http://www.nancybaym.com/ 
Mich a el Beu rsk ens (@mbeurskens) is a Lecturer and Researcher in the 
field of Internet and Intellectual Property Law. His research covers general 
issues pertaining to the ownership of information, privacy law, and net-
work neutrality. He teaches copyright law at the specialised LL.M.-program 
on information law. Beurskens holds both a Master’s degree in intellectual 
property law received from Heinrich-Heine University and a general LL.M. 
from the University of Chicago. He passed both German state exams with 
honours, and is admitted to the New York State bar. He received his doctoral 
degree (Dr.iur., s.j.d.-equivalent) based on a thesis on capital market infor-
mation. He is an active member of the German law blogging community 
and also supervises the faculty-run blogs at HHU. Beurskens is currently 
involved in the development of Web 2.0-based eLearning-technologies, 
including collaborative game design. 
Thomas Boeschoten (@boeschoten) is a Master’s student at the New Media 
and Digital Culture programme at Utrecht University, the Netherlands. He 
specialises in Twitter and other new media that use big data. After focus-
sing on the use of Twitter by politicians and the Occupy movements, he is 
now a member of the ‘Project X’ Research Committee that is investigat-
ing the 2012 ‘Facebook’ riots in the small northern village of Haren in the 
Netherlands. His website is at http://www.boeschoten.eu/
A x el  Bru ns (@snurb_dot_info) is an Associate Professor in the Creative 
Industries Faculty at Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane, 
Australia, and a Chief Investigator in the ARC Centre of Excellence for 
Creative Industries and Innovation (http://cci.edu.au/). He is the author of 
Blogs, Wikipedia, Second Life and Beyond: From Production to Produsage 
(2008), and Gatewatching: Collaborative Online News Production (2005), 
and a co-editor of A Companion to New Media Dynamics (2013, with John 
Hartley and Jean Burgess), and Uses of Blogs (2006, with Joanne Jacobs). 
His research blog is at http://snurb.info/; see http://mappingonlinepublics.
net/ for more details on his current social media research.
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J e a n Bu rge s s  (@jeanburgess) is Deputy Director of the ARC Centre of 
Excellence for Creative Industries & Innovation (CCI) and an Associate 
Professor in the Creative Industries Faculty at Queensland University of 
Technology, Australia. She has published widely on social media, user-cre-
ated content, and community-based co-creative media such as digital story-
telling. Her books include YouTube: Online Video and Participatory Culture 
(Polity Press, 2009), which has been translated into Polish, Portuguese, and 
Italian; Studying Mobile Media (Routledge, 2012); and A Companion to New 
Media Dynamics (Wiley-Blackwell, 2013). Her current research focusses on 
methodological innovation in the context of the changing media ecology, 
and in particular on the development of computational methods for media 
and communication studies.
M a r k Da ng-A n h (@mdanganh) received his Magister Artium degree from 
the RWTH Aachen. He is a Research Assistant in the Department of Media 
Studies at the Institute of Linguistics, Media and Sound Studies, University 
of Bonn, Germany. He currently works on the project “Political Deliberation 
on the Internet: Forms and Functions of Digital Discourse Based on the 
Microblogging System Twitter”, which is part of the Priority Program 1505 
“Mediatized Worlds” funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG). 
His research interests lie at the intersection of linguistics and media stud-
ies, primarily focussing on political communication in online media.
M a rtin Ebn er (@mebner) is Head of the Department for Social Learning 
at Graz University of Technology, Austria, and therefore responsible for 
all university-wide e-learning activities. He is an Associate Professor of 
Media Informatics and also works at the Institute for Information System 
Computer Media as Senior Researcher. His research focusses strongly on 
e-learning, mobile learning, learning analytics, social media, and the usage 
of Web 2.0 technologies for teaching and learning. Martin gives a number 
of lectures in this area as well as workshops and talks at international con-
ferences. For publications as well as further research activities, please visit 
http://martinebner.at/
Jessica Einspän ner (@jeinspaenner) studied media & communications at 
Bonn University (Germany) and the National University of Singapore. She is 
currently working as a Research Fellow at Bonn University within the proj-
ect “Political Deliberation on the Internet: Forms and Functions of Digital 
Discourse Based on the Microblogging Platform Twitter“, which is part of 
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the DFG priority program “Mediatized Worlds”. She is also writing her 
doctoral thesis on “User Generated Privacy: Mechanisms of Constructing 
Privacy Online”. Her main teaching and research areas are social media 
communication, political communication, and online journalism.
Lisa Evans (@objectgroup) was a Writer, Data Researcher, and Programmer for 
The Guardian, with interests including statistics, public spending, data jour-
nalism, and accounting. Much of this work was published on The Guardian’s 
Datablog. She is now investigating where money flows around the world 
with the Open Knowledge Foundation’s (England) Open Spending project, 
and completing her degree in mathematics from the Open University. In 
the near future, she will be producing training materials and tools for the 
open spending community to help journalists and non-government organ-
isations use open financial data in more meaningful ways.
Simon Faulkner (@simonfaulkner2) is a Senior Lecturer in Art History and 
Visual Culture at Manchester Metropolitan University, England. He has 
published on the subject of British art in the mid-twentieth century, and is 
the editor (with Anandi Ramamurthy) of Visual Culture and Decolonisation 
in Britain (2006). His current research is on relationships between visual 
culture and the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. This work includes the devel-
opment of an artist/writer’s book, Between States, with the Israeli artist 
David Reeb.
Dev i n Ga ff n ey (@dgaff) is a Research Assistant at the Oxford Internet 
Institute, England, and recent graduate of its Master’s Program in the 
Social Science of the Internet. Since 2009, he has concentrated on research 
surrounding Twitter’s various legal, ethical, methodological, and practi-
cal aspects, and has most recently focussed on the measurable role of geo-
graphic distance in interactions between users. Beyond this work, he has 
also worked on assessing the impact of Twitter on the 2009 Iran Election 
and 2011’s Arab Spring, and is most recently working on assessing the mer-
its of social media influence metrics, and the various issues surrounding 
projections of quantifiable methods on online users and activity.
A l e x a n der H a l ava is  (@halavais) is Associate Professor of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences at Arizona State University, where he researches the role 
of social media in social learning. He is also the president of the Association 
of Internet Researchers, and technical director of the Digital Media and 
Learning Hub at the University of California. His work investigates the use 
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of social media by activists and others hoping to create social change. His 
most recent book is Search Engine Society, and his upcoming book exam-
ines new forms of participatory surveillance.
Stephen H a r r ington (@_StephenH) is a Senior Lecturer in Journalism, 
Media and Communication at the Queensland University of Technology 
(QUT), Australia. His research has focussed mainly on the changing rela-
tionships between television, journalism, politics, and popular culture, 
and, in particular, understanding the qualitative impact of these changes in 
terms of public knowledge and engagement. His book Australian TV News: 
New Forms, Functions and Futures (Intellect, 2013) focusses on emergent 
news formats, and their potential to generate public knowledge and deeper 
levels of audience engagement. He is currently studying how Twitter and 
other online communication platforms affect or shape the audience expe-
rience for traditional media forms and events (e.g., TV, sport), and how to 
use social media data capture, analysis, and mapping methods as an audi-
ence research technique.
C l au di a  H au f f  (@charlottehase) is a Postdoctoral Researcher in the 
Web Information Systems group at Delft University of Technology, The 
Netherlands, working in the areas of Information Retrieval and User 
Modelling & Personalisation. Claudia received her PhD from the University 
of Twente, where her research focussed on system-oriented Information 
Retrieval, in particular query performance prediction and retrieval sys-
tem evaluation.
A lfr ed Her mida (@hermida) is an award-winning online news pioneer, 
digital media scholar, and journalism educator. He is an Associate Professor 
at the Graduate School of Journalism at the University of British Columbia, 
Canada. His research focusses on changes in journalistic practices, social 
media, and emerging genres of journalism, with his work appearing in 
Journalism Practice and Journalism Studies. He co-authored Participatory 
Journalism: Guarding Open Gates at Online Newspapers (Wiley-Blackwell, 
2011). Hermida was a BBC journalist for 16 years, including four as a corre-
spondent in the Middle East, and was a founding member of the BBC News 
website in 1997. A regular media commentator, his work has appeared in 
The Globe and Mail, PBS, BBCNews.com and the Nieman Journalism Lab. 
Tim Highfield (@timhighfield) is a Research Fellow with the ARC Centre of 
Excellence in Creative Industries and Innovation, and a Sessional Academic 
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at Curtin University, Perth, Australia. He was awarded his PhD in 2011 
from Queensland University of Technology, Australia. His PhD thesis stud-
ied political blogging in Australia and France, while his current research 
interests include examining the uses of social media, such as Twitter, within 
discussions and commentary around political debates and popular cul-
ture. His recent publications include co-authored journal articles in Media 
International Australia and Social Science Computer Review.
Geert-Ja n Hou ben (@gjhouben) is Professor of Web Information Systems 
at the Software Technology department at Delft University of Technology, 
The Netherlands. His main research interests are in Web Engineering, in 
particular the engineering of Web information systems that involve Web 
and Semantic, Web technology, and User Modelling, Adaptation and 
Personalisation. He is Managing Editor of the Journal of Web Engineering; 
Chair of the Steering Committee for ICWE, the International Conference 
on Web Engineering; and member of the Editorial Board of ACM TWEB, 
ACM Transactions on the Web.
N ina K rüger (@NinaKrger) is a Research Assistant in the research group 
of communication and collaboration management at the Institute of 
Information Systems at the University of Münster, Germany. She studied 
communication science, ethnology, and psychology, and completed her 
Magister in 2011. As grounding for her studies, she underwent job training 
in an IT enterprise, where she gained practical experience in dealing with 
social media and their use for collaborative purposes in business. Nina’s 
research focusses on the internal and external use of social media for cor-
porate communication in all its facets. 
A n de r s  Ol of  L a r s s on  (@a_larsson) is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the 
Department of Media and Communication, University of Oslo, Norway. 
He is also associated with the Swedish Research School for Management and 
Information Technology. His work has been published in journals such as 
New Media and Society, Convergence, The Information Society, and Journal 
of Information Technology and Politics. Larsson’s Web site can be found at 
http://andersoloflarsson.se/
Alex Leavitt (@alexleavitt) is a PhD student and Researcher in the Annenberg 
School for Communication & Journalism at the University of Southern 
California, USA, where he is advised by Professor Henry Jenkins. Alex 
studies participation and online communication across networked tech-
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nologies, particularly social media platforms, emergent online communi-
ties, and the information practices of media subcultures. More information 
about his research is available at http://alexleavitt.com/
Merja M a hrt is a media and communication scholar currently working at 
Heinrich Heine University, Düsseldorf, Germany. Her research focusses 
on the audience of media and the functions media fulfil for their users 
and society, from traditional mass media like television, newspapers, and 
magazines to Web 2.0 applications. She is the spokesperson of the inter-
disciplinary researchers group, Science and the Internet (http://www.nfg-
win.uni-duesseldorf.de/en/). Within this project, her research is concerned 
with academic blogs, their readership, and the different uses bloggers and 
readers make of them.
Axel Maireder (@axelmaireder) has been a Research Assistant and Doctoral 
Student at the Department of Communication, University of Vienna, Austria, 
since 2009. After graduating from this department in 2006, he has been 
working as Researcher for projects on the Internet use of teachers and stu-
dents, funded by the Austrian Ministry of Education. His current research 
focusses on practices, networks, and dynamics of social media communica-
tion within public discourses, and particularly in political communication.
Ya na M a n y u k hina has a BA in International Relations from Baku State 
University, Azerbaijan (2009), and an MA in Mass Communications from 
the University of Leicester, UK (2011), both with distinction. Her research 
interests include: research methods for the social sciences, especially applied 
to issues around health communication, nutrition, and public health; food 
advertising and food media; food policies; consumer research; brands and 
culture. She commenced a PhD in this area in 2012. She was a Researcher 
on the “Reading the Riots on Twitter” investigation, from which her inter-
est for researching social media stems.
Alice Marwick (@alicetiara) is an Assistant Professor at Fordham University 
in the Department of Communication and Media Studies, and a Research 
Affiliate at the Berkman Center for Internet and Society. Her work looks at 
online identity and consumer culture through lenses of privacy, consump-
tion, and celebrity. She is currently working on two ethnographic projects—
one examining youth technology use, and the other looking at femininity 
and domesticity in social media such as fashion blogs, Tumblr, and Pinterest. 
Her book Status Update: Celebrity, Publicity and Self-Branding in Web 2.0 
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is under contract with Yale University Press. Alice has a PhD from New 
York University’s Department of Media, Culture and Communication, 
and was previously a Postdoctoral Researcher in social media at Microsoft 
Research New England.
Dia na M ay na r d (@dianamaynard) is a Research Fellow at the University 
of Sheffield, UK. She has a PhD in Automatic Term Recognition from 
Manchester Metropolitan University, and has been involved in research in 
NLP since 1994. Her main interests are in information extraction, opinion 
mining, terminology, and social media. Since 2000, she has led the devel-
opment of USFD’s open-source multilingual IE tools, and has led research 
teams on a number of UK and EU projects. She is Chair of the annual 
GATE training courses, and leads the GATE consultancy on IE and opin-
ion mining. She has published extensively, organised a number of national 
and international conferences, workshops, and tutorials, given invited talks 
and keynote speeches, and reviews project proposals for RNTL. She is cur-
rently joint Coordinator of the Semantic Web Challenge.
H a llva r d Moe (@halmoe) is Associate Professor of Media Studies at the 
University of Bergen, Norway. In 2011, he was a visiting scholar at the ARC 
Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries and Innovation at Queensland 
University of Technology. Moe’s research interests include media policy, 
democratic theory, and the use of new media platforms in the public sphere. 
His recent work on Twitter, published in journals such as New Media & 
Society, International Journal of Communication, and Nordicom Review, 
focusses on their uses in public debate in the Scandinavian countries.
Mir a n da Mow br ay is a Senior Researcher at HP Labs, Bristol, UK, where 
her research interests include big data for security, and online communities. 
Her recent publications include “Enhancing Privacy in Cloud Computing 
via Policy-Based Obfuscation”, J. Supercomputing, 61 (2012): 267–291, with 
Siani Pearson and Yun Shen; “Business-Driven Short-Term Management 
of a Hybrid IT Infrastructure”, JPDC 72.2 (2012): 106–119, with Paolo 
Ditarso Maciel Jr. et al.; “Efficient Prevention of Credit Card Leakage from 
Enterprise Networks”, CMS 2011, LNCS 7025: 238–240, with Matthew Hall 
and Reinoud Koornstra; and “A Rice Cooker Wants to Be My Friend on 
Twitter”, Proc. Ethicomp 2011, 322–329.
C h r i s t o p h  N e u b e r g e r  is a full Professor at the Department of 
Communication Science and Media Research (IfKW) at the Ludwig-
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Maximilians-University Munich, Germany. His research interests include 
media change, online journalism, activities of press and broadcasting on 
the Internet, social media, journalism theory, and media quality. Recent 
book publications include: Christoph Neuberger, Hanna Jo vom Hofe, and 
Christian Nuernbergk, Twitter und Journalismus: Der Einfluss des “Social 
Web” auf die Nachrichten [Twitter and Journalism: The Influence of the 
Social Web on News] (3rd edition, Düsseldorf, Germany: Landesanstalt für 
Medien Nordrhein-Westfalen (LfM), 2010); and Klaus Meier and Christoph 
Neuberger (eds.), Journalismusforschung [Journalism Research] (Baden-
Baden: Nomos, 2012).
Ta n ya  N i t i ns  (@DrTNitins) is a Lecturer at Queensland University of 
Technology, Australia, in the area of Entertainment Industries. Her previ-
ous research has focussed on product placement, brand development, and 
new media. Her book Selling James Bond: Product Placement in the James 
Bond Films was published in 2011. Dr. Nitins has also been intrinsically 
involved in various research projects focussed on new media services and 
applications, locative media, and building online user communities.
Ch r ist i a n  N u e r n be rgk  (@nuernbergk) is a Postdoctoral Researcher 
and Lecturer at the Department of Communication Science and Media 
Research (IfKW) at the Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich, Germany. 
His research interests include political communication, online journalism, 
networked public sphere, online social networks, the blogosphere / blog-
ging and microblogging, and alternative journalism. Recent book publi-
cations include: Christoph Neuberger, Hanna Jo vom Hofe, and Christian 
Nuernbergk, Twitter und Journalismus: Der Einfluss des “Social Web” auf 
die Nachrichten [Twitter and Journalism: The Influence of the Social Web 
on News] (3rd edition, Düsseldorf, Germany: Landesanstalt für Medien 
Nordrhein-Westfalen (LfM), 2010).
K at y Pa r ry (@reticentk) is a Lecturer in Communication Studies at the 
Institute of Communication Studies at the University of Leeds, England. 
Her research interests include war and media; photojournalism and visual 
culture; and political communications and political culture across media 
genres. Prior to joining Leeds, she worked on an AHRC-funded project with 
Kay Richardson and John Corner at the University of Liverpool, exploring 
the ways in which media formats other than journalism portray politics; 
now published as Political Culture and Media Genre (Palgrave, 2012). In 
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addition to publishing articles from this project, she continues to write on 
media visualisation of conflict.
Joh a n n e s  Pa s sm a n n  (@J_Passmann) is a PhD candidate at the DFG 
Locating Media Graduate School at the University of Siegen in Germany. 
His PhD thesis is an ethnography of the Favstar scene on German-speaking 
Twitter, which he conceptualises as a gift economy. From this perspective, 
the history of the social web is described as a history of the accountability 
of gifts. Johannes has worked as a Lecturer in the New Media and Digital 
Culture Master’s programme at Utrecht University in the Netherlands. His 
most recent publication is “Beinahe Medien: Die medialen Grenzen der 
Geomedien“, with Tristan Thielmann, in R. Buschauer and K. S. Willis 
(eds.), Locative Media: Multidisciplinary Perspectives on Media and Locality 
(Bielefeld, 2012).
Isabella Peters (@isabella83) is a Researcher at Heinrich Heine University 
Düsseldorf, Germany, and holds a PhD in information science. Her book 
Folksonomies: Knowledge Representation and Information Retrieval in Web 
2.0 was published in 2009. Peters’s research priorities include folksonomies 
in knowledge representation, information retrieval, and knowledge man-
agement, as well as scholarly communication on the web and altmetrics.
Wim Peters (@wilhelmus101) is a Senior Research Scientist in the Department 
of Computer Science at the University of Sheffield, UK. He has been active 
in the field of computational linguistics for 16 years, and has participated in 
various EU and national projects covering multilingual thesaurus creation, 
corpus building and annotation, lexical tuning, information extraction in 
various domains, semantic resource analysis, and ontology creation and 
evaluation. Some of the projects he has been involved with are EuroWordNet 
(multilingual resource creation), DotKom (adaptive information extrac-
tion), LOIS (legal wordnet building), DALOS (knowledge acquisition from 
legal texts), NeOn (life cycle of ontology networks), and CLARIN (the cre-
ation of a grid-based research infrastructure for the humanities and social 
sciences). For most of these projects, Wim coordinated the University of 
Sheffield’s efforts. Presently, Wim is Coordinator of the FP7 IP Arcomem 
(http://www.arcomem.eu/), which addresses the needs of memory institu-
tions in the age of the Social Web by creating a social- and semantic-aware 
Web preservation system that transforms archives into meaningful col-
lective memories.
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N ichol as Profer es (@moduloone) is a PhD student at the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee’s School of Information Studies (USA). He holds a 
BS in Information Technology from George Mason University and an MA 
in Communication, Culture and Technology from Georgetown University. 
His research interests include Internet research ethics, big data, privacy, 
and information policy.
C or n e l i us  Pus c h m a n n  (@coffee001) is a Postdoctoral Researcher at 
Humboldt Universität zu Berlin’s School of Library and Information 
Science (Germany) who studies computer-mediated communication and 
the Internet’s impact on society. His current project “Networking, Visibility, 
Information: A Study of Digital Genres of Scholarly Communication and the 
Motives of their Users” investigates the use of (micro)blogs in academia, com-
bining qualitative social research with language analysis. His other interests 
include language-based approaches to CMC (stylistic analysis, pragmatics) 
and corpus linguistics. Cornelius holds a PhD in English Linguistics from 
Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, and is the author of The Corporate 
Blog as an Emerging Genre of Computer-Mediated Communication.
Thom as R isse is the Deputy Managing Director of the L3S Research Center 
in Hannover, Germany. He received a PhD in Computer Science from 
Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany, in 2006. Prior to joining 
the L3S Research Center in 2007, he led the intelligent information envi-
ronments group at Fraunhofer IPSI, Darmstadt. He was the Technical 
Director of the European-funded project BRICKS, which explored decen-
tralised digital library infrastructures, and Coordinator of FP7 Living 
Web Archive (LiWA) project. Currently, he is the Technical Director of 
the FP7 ARCOMEM project on Web archiving using social media infor-
mation. Thomas Risse’s research interests are Semantic Evolution, Digital 
Libraries, Web Archiving, Data Management in Distributed Systems and 
Self-Organising Systems. 
R ichard Rogers is University Professor, and holds the Chair in New Media 
& Digital Culture at the University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands. He is 
Director of Govcom.org, the group responsible for the Issue Crawler and 
other info-political tools, and the Digital Methods Initiative, dedicated 
to developing methods and tools for online social research. Rogers is the 
author of Digital Methods (MIT Press, 2013). 
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Mir ko Tobias Sch äfer (@mirkoschaefer) is Assistant Professor of New 
Media and Digital Culture at Utrecht University, the Netherlands, and 
Research Fellow at Vienna University of Applied Arts, Austria. Mirko stud-
ied theatre, film and media studies, and communication studies at Vienna 
University, and digital culture at Utrecht University. He obtained a Master’s 
degree in theatre, film, and media studies from the University of Vienna in 
2002, and a PhD from Utrecht University in 2008. Mirko’s research interest 
revolves around the socio-political impact of media technology. His publi-
cations cover user participation in cultural production, hacking communi-
ties, the politics of software design, and communication in social media. 
He is co-editor and co-author of the volume Digital Material: Tracing New 
Media in Everyday Life and Technology (published by Amsterdam University 
in 2009), and author of Bastard Culture! How User Participation Transforms 
Cultural Production (published by Amsterdam University Press in 2011).
Ja n-H i n r i k  S c h m i d t  (@janschmidt) is Senior Researcher for Digital 
Interactive Media and Political Communication at the Hans-Bredow-
Institute for Media Research in Hamburg, Germany. His research inter-
ests focus on the practices and consequences of the social Web, mainly the 
structural changes in identity management, social networks, the public 
sphere, and privacy. His most recent monograph Das neue Netz (The New 
Web) was published in an updated second edition in 2011. More detailed 
information on other publications, research projects, and activities can be 
found on his blog http://www.schmidtmitdete.de/
Pierre Senellart (@pierresenellart) is an Associate Professor in the DBWeb 
team at Télécom ParisTech, France, the leading French engineering school 
specialising in information technology. An alumnus of the École normale 
supérieure, he obtained his PhD (2007) in computer science from Université 
Paris-Sud under the supervision of Serge Abiteboul, and his Habilitation 
à diriger les recherches (2012) from Université Pierre et Marie Curie. His 
research interests focus around theoretical aspects of database management 
systems and the World Wide Web, and more specifically on the intentional 
indexing of the deep Web, probabilistic XML databases, and graph mining.
Stefa n Stieglitz (@wikuk) is Assistant Professor of Communication and 
Collaboration Management at the Institute of Information Systems at the 
University of Münster, Germany. He is founder and Academic Director of 
the Competence Center Smarter Work at the European Research Center for 
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Information Systems (ERCIS). His research focusses on economic, social, 
and technological aspects of social media. Of particular interest in his work 
is to investigate the usage of social media in the context of enterprises as 
well as politics. Stieglitz studied business economics at the universities of 
Cologne, Paderborn, and Potsdam. He published more than 60 articles in 
reputable international journals and conferences. He is also a reviewer for 
international journals and conferences in the field of information systems.
K e Tao (@taubau) is a PhD student working in the Web Information Systems 
Group, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands. He holds Bachelor 
and Master degrees, majoring in Computer Science and Technology, from 
National University of Defense Technology in Changsha, China. His 
current research focusses on search in the Social Web, User Modelling, 
Personalisation, and Linked Data.
Mik e Thelwa ll (@mikethelwall) is Professor of Information Science and 
leader of the Statistical Cybermetrics Research Group at the University 
of Wolverhampton, UK, and a Research Associate at the Oxford Internet 
Institute. Mike has developed a wide range of tools for gathering and ana-
lysing Web data, including hyperlink analysis, sentiment analysis, and 
content analysis for Twitter, YouTube, blogs, and the general Web. His 
publications include 152 refereed journal articles, including D. Wilkinson 
and M. Thelwall, “Trending Twitter Topics in English: An International 
Comparison”, Journal of the American Society for Information Science and 
Technology, 63(8) (2012), 1631–1646; as well as seven book chapters and two 
books, including Introduction to Webometrics. He is an Associate Editor of 
the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, 
and sits on four other editorial boards.
Caja Thim m (@CThimm) is Professor for Media Studies and Intermediality 
at the University of Bonn, Germany. Her main research interests are online 
communication theory, social media, and organisational and political com-
munication online.
Timo van Tr eeck (@timovt) is a Research Associate in the team for educa-
tional development at Cologne University of Applied Sciences, Germany. 
As a member of the interdisciplinary researchers group Science and the 
Internet, he analysed educational beliefs of teachers and decision-makers 
in universities, and organised media training and a seminar for doctoral 
students. He has worked in different projects relating to blended learn-
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ing, especially in academic staff development and controlling. His cur-
rent research and implementation activities focus on educational beliefs, 
eportfolios, and diversity management in (online) teaching and learning. 
He is a member of the research commission of the German Association for 
Educational and Academic Staff Development in Higher Education (dghd).
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